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Grammaticization, Synchronic Variation, and Language Contact
An intimate chronicle of the three-year "Zoo TV" world tour taken by the popular rock band U2 records such events as the band's
encounters with Bill Clinton, Salman Rushdie, and Frank Sinatra. Reprint.

Spider-Verse
Don't sound like una momia--add a little sizzle to your Spanish! If someone called you tragaldabas would you be insulted or flattered? If
you shouted ¡Mota! in the street, would you expected to get a cab or get arrested? Thanks to The Red-Hot Book of Spanish Slang and
Idioms, you'll always know your tejemaneje (scheme) from your merequetengue (mess) no matter where you find yourself in the Spanishspeaking world. Five thousand words and phrases--plus helpful hints as to what's cordial and what's vulgar--keep you in sync with
Spanish slang. Spanish to English niños popis (upper-class kids) Spoiled brats Contigo ni a China me voy. (I'm not even going to China
with you) You're impossible La cruda (rawness) Hangover English to Spanish Ugly as sin ser un espantapájaro (to be a scarecrow) To be
lucky tener leche (to have milk) Why are you staring at me? ¿Tengo monos en la cara? (Do I have monkeys on my face?)

Incessance
This is the first work to begin to fill a gap: an understanding of discourse aimed to persuade within the Pre-Columbian Americas. The
contributors in this collection offer glimpses of what those indigenous rhetorics might have looked like and how their influences remain.
The reader is invivted to recognize "the invention of the Americas," providing other ways to contemplate material life prior to
contemporary capitalism, telling us about the global from long ago to current global capitalism. This book is the drop that will ripple,
creating new lines of inquiry into language use within the Americas and the legacies of genocide, conquest, and cultural survival.

Guerra Sucia
A smart, snappy, bilingual retelling of Little Red Riding Hood Winner of a Pura Belpre Honor for Illustration While Roja picks flowers on
the way to her grandma's, a mean wolf sneaks away with her cape to surprise Abuelita. But Grandma's no fool and Roja's no ordinary
chica. They send that hungry lobo packing with a caliente surprise! This spirited retelling of Little Red Riding Hood has accessible
Spanish rhymes and fresh illustrations, with hip cultural details throughout.

ABC Spanish
Besos for Baby
When the two older witch's children use their magic to create trouble in the park, the Little One knows the way to fix the problem--just call
mom. 12,500 first printing.

La Llorona - Counting down / Contando Hacia Atras
New York Times Bestseller Rosie may seem quiet during the day, but at night she’s a brilliant inventor of gizmos and gadgets who
dreams of becoming a great engineer. When her great-great-aunt Rose (Rosie the Riveter) comes for a visit and mentions her one
unfinished goal—to fly—Rosie sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt’s dream come true. But when her contraption doesn’t
fly but rather hovers for a moment and then crashes, Rosie deems the invention a failure. On the contrary, Aunt Rose insists that Rosie’s
contraption was a raging success: you can only truly fail, she explains, if you quit. From the powerhouse author-illustrator team of Iggy
Peck, Architect comes Rosie Revere, Engineer, another charming, witty picture book about believing in yourself and pursuing your
passion. Ada Twist, Scientist, the companion picture book featuring the next kid from Iggy Peck's class, is available in September
2016.!--?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" /-- Praise for Rosie Revere, Engineer"Comically
detailed mixed-media illustrations that keep the mood light and emphasize Rosie’s creativity at every turn."—Publishers Weekly "The
detritus of Rosie’s collections is fascinating, from broken dolls and stuffed animals to nails, tools, pencils, old lamps and possibly an
erector set. And cheddar-cheese spray." —Kirkus Reviews "This celebration of creativity and perseverance is told through rhyming text,
which gives momentum and steady pacing to a story, consistent with the celebration of its heroine, Rosie. She’s an imaginative thinker
who hides her light under a bushel (well, really, the bed) after being laughed at for one of her inventions." —Booklist Award 2013 Parents'
Choice Award - GOLD 2014 Amelia Bloomer Project List ReadBoston's Best Read Aloud Book

Cuentos de Barro
This study of Old Spanish and present-day Mexico and New Mexico data develops a grammaticization account of variation in progressive
constructions. Diachronic changes in cooccurrence patterns show that grammaticization involves reductive change driven by frequency
increases. Formal reduction results in the emergence of auxilliary-plus-gerund sequences as fused units. Semantically, the constructions
originate as spatial expressions; their grammaticization involves gradual loss of locative features of meaning. Semantic generalization
among parallel evolutionary paths results in the competition among different constructions in the domain of progressive aspect. Patterns
of synchronic variation follow from both the retention of meaning differences and the routinization of frequent collocations, as well as
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sociolinguistic factors. Register considerations turn out to be crucial in evaluating the effects of language contact. Purported changes in
Spanish — English bilingual varieties are largely a feature of oral, informal language rather than a manifestation of convergence.

Little Roja Riding Hood
Winner at the 2016 Gellet Burgess Award - Society & Culture This is a tale all about how important it is to shine as brightly as you can,
with the light that we all carry within us and makes us unique. Guided Reading Level: L, Lexile Level: 640L

The Legend of La Llorona
The ghost of a weeping woman dressed in white, La Llorona, is often spotted beside bodies of water. People in Mexico and in the southwestern United States have claimed to hear her wailing in the night, crying out for her drowned children. This centuries-old tale claims
that if the wailing woman gets too close, she will drag you to a watery grave.

Spanish DeMYSTiFieD, Second Edition
Norpisia's spiritual journey towards environmental environmental restoration, and her hubsband's physical journey in search of his
birthplace are intertwined in this novel. From a simple pastoralist, Norpisia relentlessly pursues her conservation ambitions and
eventually becomes a renowned conservationist and succeeds in rehabilitating degraded forests and wetlands.

Rhetorics of the Americas
Someone is working their way through the multiverse, leaving a trail of dead spiders in their wake! As the Superior Spider-Man faces this
foe in the future, MC2's Spider-Girl finds herself under attack! From 1602 to the era of Noir, from a spider-powered Gwen Stacy to the
world-famous Spider-Ham, spider-themed heroes everywhere, in every world, begin to falter and fall. How can "our" Spider-Man possibly
hope to survive against this unstoppable interdimensional onslaught? Guest-starring every Spider-Man ever, and then some! Spider-UK,
Sp//dr, Scarlet Spiders, Spider-Woman, Spider-Man 2099can any of them survive the arrival of Morlun? Collects Amazing Spider-Man
(2014) #7-15, Superior Spider-Man (2013) #32-33, Free Comic Book Day 2014 (Guardians of the Galaxy) #1 (5 page Spider-Man story),
Spider-Verse #1-2, Spider-Verse Team-Up #1-3, Scarlet Spiders #1-3, Spider-Woman (2014) #1-4, Spider-Man 2099 (2014) #6-8.

Dictionary of Spanish Slang and Colloquial Expressions
Everyone has kisses for Baby, from Mami and Papi to perro and gato. Using simple Spanish words, this charming read-aloud proves that
love is the same in every language! Parents won't be able to resist giving baby muchos besos as they share this bilingual read aloud,
filled with bold, graphic illustrations, with their little bébé!

Rosie Revere, Engineer
By genuine entrance, you - human body - commence a cryptically intense progression. In this display resides a new method of narration,
called field-person, equipping you with numerous useful and euphonic extensions of everyday vocabulary and energetic diction.
However, repeatedly throughout this progression, the reader will necessarily accept that the first-person method tacitly limits human
bodies to linear actors/arrows with deterministically-layered characters. Yes, the strange fixation on linearity prohibits human-bodies from
fully engaging their scalar (quantum), structural (scientific), hybrid (symbolic), ambient (abstract), and cosmic (absolute) localities. Human
bodies are not only linearly-layered biosystems, but indeed, are also syntactically superposed field-operators, which critically function as
hybrid attractors of scientific and abstract levels of causation. Field-operators are higher (hybridized) humans that bond with bodies and
psyches beyond their enveloping vicinities. All humans, as hybrids of organisms and operators, live as the links *between* locally closed
vicinities and higher-order open fields. From the advantage point of the higher-order fields, human bodies themselves become lowerorder translative units of top-down timelines (fields) whose function is to generate, assemble, stabilize, periodize, optimize, and idealize
the group actions and relational pathways of said human bodies and fellow organisms. Indeed, the metaphysical function of all bodies is
to adapt their neighboring vicinities to the metacausal fields hosting dynamic and programmatic co-operations. Field-people are "psychicbodies" whom, precisely by recognizing their extreme organic localization, begin the metaphysical progression of fully fusing their bodily,
mental, and group action within their nonlinear basins of organic, psychic, and telic attraction. As has been exhaustively shown, the firstperson method permutes local, linear, and 2-valued perceptual panoramas belonging to organisms. The field-person does not prioritize
sequential perception and permutation, which are merely first-order modes of sensation. This new method preserves conscious/surfacelevel perception while it distributes global, concurrent, and n-valued telepathic (field) bonds over all bodily panoramas. The massive
expressive advantages of this method are irresistible, but only upon accepting that a strictly conscious first-person perceiver forces
extraordinary locality and linearity limits. On higher logical orders of perception, such limits are rendered utterly illusory. The field-person
method has been provoked by humankind's recent inability to directly access subconscious and unconscious experience without
perceiving faster, rawer speech. In order to override our previously failed persuasions - and instead induce an involuntary rupture
superseding any finite obstruction - our rapid, reactive, raplike method will leave a surreal resonance absolutely akin to artistic
enchantment and even sexual seduction. Due to our tenuous yet daily developing telepathies as the modern Earth's first field-people, the
particular authors of this display must, for now, recede from any publicity. Divulging our identities will entail irrelevant obsessions about
we mere hybrids desperately straining to convey to all of you that the histories and timelines of humankind are and have been
superintended by the absolute attractor, ambient deities, and even extraterrestrial agencies which are incessantly supportive yet
customarily insensible to us due to deep self-constraints. This display administers the first-half dose of telepathic trainingin the dire
interest of inducing direct connections with our higher-order attractors. No longer can humans coherently presume themselves the upper
bounds of "intelligence" or "awareness" because all bodies are finite actors of infinite attractors. Up now to the stage, are field-people.
Their method of expression? Ambient Rap.

ABC
La Princesa and the Pea
How to get baby to sleep? Mami and Papi will try anything in this bouncy, loving, bilingual lullaby that gently says good night in both
Spanish and English. Mami starts a salsa song. Papi keeps the beat. Baby loves this lullaby, moves those dancing feet. Baila, baby, baila!
Dance, dance, dance. When nighttime falls, it's time for baby to go to sleep. In this household, that means it's also time for mama, papa,
and baby to baila/dance, canta/sing, salta/jump, and more all the way to bedtime! This bouncy bilingual text and gorgeous, inviting
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illustrations gently wind down to make this a bedtime favorite no matter what language families say "good night" in!

The Red-Hot Book of Spanish Slang
Presents more than four thousand contemporary colloquial expressions from Spain, Latin America, and the Spanish-speaking community
in the United States, with definitions, a sample sentence, and an equivalent in American slang.

The Predator
Introducing Spanish/English bilingualism, Lil' Libros encourage parents to read to their children at the earliest age--focusing on subjects
they are familiar with, while making it fun and rewarding for both parent and child.

Here Lies Lalo
You Made Me a Mother
Teaches young children the alphabet as well as illustrating different kinds of families.

La Llorona
From ‘boat' and ‘car' to ‘apple' and ‘banana' this book provides the youngest readers with the fundamental first words that will form the
foundation of their vocabulary. Babies and toddlers will love the brightly colored images on every page, and the board book format is the
perfect size for little hands to hold.

Singing - Cantando De Colores/ Singing Colors
A Lil' Libros Bilingual Biography Introduce little ones to the life of legendary Ritchie Valens in both English and Spanish! Born May 13,
1941, Richard Steven Valenzuela, better known as Ritchie Valens, was a Mexican-American singer, songwriter, and guitarist. His musical
journey began in Pacoima, California, at age 5, when his father encouraged him to take up guitar. In high school, he made his performing
debut with his band, the Silhouettes. At age 17, Ritchie recorded his final record, which included the songs "Donna" and "La Bamba."
That record went on to sell over one million copies. To this day, Ritchie's music continues to live in the hearts of many! Unable to find
bilingual first concept books she could enjoy reading to her baby, Patty Rodriguez came up with the idea behind Lil' Libros. Patty and her
work have been featured in the Los Angeles Times, Rolling Stone, CNN Latino, Latina Magazine, Cosmopolitan, People En Espanol,
Cosmo Latina, and American Latino TV, to name a few. She is currently Sr. Producer for On Air With Ryan Seacrest-iHeartMedia, jewelry
designer for MALA by Patty Rodriguez, and creator of Manolos And Tacos. Ariana Stein, a graduate from California State University,
Dominguez Hills, has a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration. Ariana spent the first eight years of her professional career in the
corporate world. Her life changed with the birth of her baby boy. She immediately realized that bilingualism played a very important role in
his future, as well as the future of other children.

Bright Baby Animals
"Inspired by one of the oldest folk tales ever told, this book will introduce your little ones to their first English and Spanish numbers and
words"--Page 4 of cover.

Dona Perfecta
"Stupid America, remember that chicanito / flunking math and English / he is the Picasso / of your western states / but he will die / with
one thousand masterpieces / hanging only from his mind." In his poem, "Stupid America," Chicano activist poet Abelardo "Lalo" Delgado
decries the lack of opportunity faced by his people: children let down by the educational system; artists and poets unable to express their
creativity. "That chicano / with a big knife / he doesn't want to knife you / he wants to sit down on a bench / and carve … / but you won't let
him." Known as the "poet laureate de Aztlán" and called "the grandfather of Chicano literature" in his 2004 obituary in The New York
Times, Delgado used his words to fight for justice and equal opportunity for people of Mexican descent living in the United States. A
twelve-year-old when he emigrated from northern Mexico to El Paso, Texas, Delgado's development as a poet and writer coincided with
the Chicano Civil Rights movement, and so his poems both reflect the suffering of the oppressed and are a call to action. "We want to let
america know that she / belongs to us as much as we belong in turn to her / by now we have learned to talk / and want to be in good
speaking terms / with all that is america." Available for the first time to mainstream audiences, Delgado's poems included in this landmark
volume were written between 1969 and 2001, and are in Spanish, English, and a combination of both languages. While many of his poems
protest mistreatment and discrimination, especially as experienced by farm workers, many others focus on love of family and for the land
and traditions of his people. Delgado wrote and self-published 14 books of poetry—none of which are available today—and five of them are
included in this long-awaited volume. These poems by a pioneering Chicano poet and revolutionary are a must-read for anyone interested
in the Chicano Civil Rights movement and the origins of Chicano literature.

Blue-Azul
Pictures, on board pages, of baby animals.

Lucy's Light
In Ten Little Ladybugs, one by one, ten tactile bugs disappear. Where did they all go? Young ones will love finding this out as they feel
their way through the sturdy, colorful pages of this innovative book. The cute critters provide a hands-on learning experience and the
rhyming text reinforces the counting concept. Interactive, educational, adorable - this magical countdown book adds up to a whole lot of
fun. See why over 800,000 have been sold to date!

Bright Baby First Words
A fast and painless way to learn Spanish--now with all new quiz and test questions and a companion 75-minute audio download Spanish
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DeMYSTiFieD takes the mystery and menace out of learning Spanish by walking you step-by-step through the fundamentals of the
language. The book lets you work at your own pace and arms you with the essentials of Spanish grammar in an unintimidating format.
You will be able to: Understand basic grammar structures and verb tenses Pronounce Spanish words correctly Build a Spanish
vocabulary Communicate with confidence Inside you will find: Hundreds of brand-new quiz and test questions with answer keys, similar
to those used in standardized scholastic exams Chapter-opening objectives that give you insight into what you are going to learn in each
step Questions at the end of every chapter that reinforce your learning and pinpoint your weaknesses "Still Struggling?" icons that offer
specific recommendations for those difficult subtopics

Indestructibles: Love You, Baby
A picture book for expectant mothers and already-mothers everywhere, perfect as a shower gift or for Mother's Day. I felt you. You were a
pea. Then a lemon. Then an eggplant In this beautiful celebration of motherhood, the universal message of unconditional love for a child
shines through. Laurenne Sala's heartwarming text, accompanied by New York Times bestselling artist Robin Preiss Glasser's charming
illustrations, creates a sweet and intimate look at the powerful bond between mother and child from pregnancy to birth and beyond.

Spike, the Mixed-up Monster
Meet Spike, a lovable monster—and a real-life salamander—who’s looking for friends in this lively eBook with audio that includes Spanish
vocabulary. Spike is a scary-looking salamander who keeps trying to frighten other animals—until he finds that using fear is not the best
way to make friends. And since Spike lives in Mexico (he is an endangered species called the axolotl), this story is peppered with easy-tounderstand Spanish words. In addition to a charming tale of friendship, this picture book contains nonfiction information about the
axolotl and a Spanish/English glossary.

Bright Baby Colors
Vanishing Herds
There's a new rumor in town. Someone has discovered an item that proves life on other planets exists, and they've been hiding it on a
base called Zone 91, the most secret place on Earth. Cassie and the other Animorphs already know about life on other planets. Too well.
Their enemies the Yeerks will try to access Zone 91, to find out if what's there will threaten their mission to conquer to the planet. So the
Animorphs decide to pay Zone 91 and the Yeerks a little visit. But what they discover is not at all what they expect.

La Llorona
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are so many ways to show your love to baby! Share the love on each spread with simple
text prompts and adorable illustrations of baby animals and their families, from cats to bears to bunnies. With over two million copies in
print, Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100 percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof.
Printed on a unique nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies can throw at it—gumming, spilling, dragging across the
floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher.

Sweet Dreams/Dulces Suenos
Shh, shh, close your eyes. Shh . . . shh . . . Cierra los ojitos. Outside, the rabbits are sleeping, Afuera, los conejitos están durmiendo and
the birds, and the squirrels. junto con los pajaritos, y las ardillas. Inside, Grandma tucks us snugly into bed. Adentro, Abuelita nos da las
buenas noches. The stars and moon are shining bright. Las estrellas y la luna brillan. Sweet dreams! ¡Dulces sueños! As warm and
comforting as a grandmother's voice, this endearing book in the My Family/Mi familia series makes bedtime a soothing family tradition.
Este encantador libro de la serie My Family/Mi familia, tan cálido y reconfortante como la voz de una abuela, ayuda a convertir la hora de
dormir en una armoniosa tradición familiar.

The Unknown (Animorphs #14)
Did you know that colors can tell stories? The illustrations in this charming board book introduce your brilliant baby to all kinds of things
that are blue, including finny fish and giant whales in the deep blue sea, a blue-jeaned cowboy eating blueberries, and Bluebeard the
pirate by the waters of a nearby river. Our blue planet Earth begins this fun story that leads in surprising directions, all with a cool and
sincere blue tone. Part of the Colors series. Illustrator Xavier Salomó was born in Barcelona. He studied illustration, drawing, and printing
at the Massana School of Barcelona and art history at the University of Barcelona. He's worked as an illustrator and graphic designer for
various advertising agencies and publishers. In 2006, he won the Junceda Prize for his book The Sounds of . . . Meritxell Martí was also
born in Barcelona, and is a writer and professor of humanities at the Open University of Catalonia.

Ten Little Ladybugs
La Llorona, the Crying Woman, is the legendary creature who haunts rivers, lakes, and lonely roads. Said to seek out children who
disobey their parents, she has become a "boogeyman," terrorizing the imaginations of New Mexican children and inspiring them to
behave. But there are other lessons her tragic history can demonstrate for children. In Rudolfo Anaya's version Maya, a young woman in
ancient Mexico, loses her children to Father Time's cunning. This tragic and informative story serves as an accessible message of
mortality for children. La Llorona, deftly translated by Enrique Lamadrid, is familiar and newly informative, while Amy Córdova's rich
illustrations illuminate the story. The legend as retold by Anaya, a man as integral to southwest tradition as La Llorona herself, is
storytelling anchored in a very human experience. His book helps parents explain to children the reality of death and the loss of loved
ones.

The Life of - La Vida de Ritchie
Resenting his Animorph powers, Marco prefers to watch over his widower father until he learns that his mother is still alive, and he is
horrified to discover that she is the highest ranking officer in the Yeerk army.

The Witch's Children
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Perfect for babies and toddlers, this charming book features every color of the rainbow! With bright pages and two unique examples of
each color, this book is an essential addition to any baby's library. The combination of colorful pictures and simple words will help to
build your child's vocabulary.

U2 at the End of the World
Inspired by one of the oldest and most beloved traditional Spanish folk songs, De Colores,this book introduces little ones to the beauty of
life, joy, inclusivity, and their first English and Spanish words. In this beautifully illustrated bilingual picture book, parents and children
will be able to read and sing one of the most recognizable Spanish folk songs, De Coloresfeaturing an English adaptation on each page.
The book is overflowing with colorful illustrations as it pays a tribute to cultures throughout the world.

Salsa Lullaby
The Princess and the Pea gets a fresh twist in this charming bilingual retelling, winner of the Pura Belpré Medal for Illustration. El príncipe
knows this girl is the one for him, but, as usual, his mother doesn’t agree. The queen has a secret test in mind to see if this girl is really a
princesa, but the prince might just have a sneaky plan, too . . . Readers will be enchanted by this Latino twist on the classic story, and
captivated by the vibrant art inspired by the culture of Peru.

TRES REYES MAGOS
Kids learn the alphabet and Spanish words for animals in this charming book. Pairing each letter of the Spanish alphabet with the Spanish
word for a popular animal and its English translation, ABC Spanish is a gorgeously illustrated, engaging read that makes learning the
alphabet and Spanish words fun for the entire family. The included pronunciation guide helps teach the proper pronunciation of each
animal, making this book a perfect introduction to the Spanish language.
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